We propose a new dataset for 3D hand+object pose estimation from color images, together with a method for efficiently annotating this dataset, and a 3D pose prediction method based on this dataset. The current lack of training data makes the 3D hand+object pose estimation very challenging. This lack is due to the complexity of labeling many real images with both 3D poses and of generating synthetic images with various realistic interaction. Moreover, even if synthetic images could be used for training, annotated real images are still needed for validation. To tackle this challenge, we capture sequences with a simple setup made of a single RGB-D camera. We also use a color camera imaging the sequences from a side view, but only for validation. We introduce a novel method based on global optimization that exploits depth, color, and temporal constraints for efficiently annotating the sequences, which we use to train another novel method that predicts both the 3D poses of the hand and the object from a single color image. Our hope is to encourage other researchers to develop better annotation methods for our dataset: One can then apply such method to capture and easily annotate sequences captured with a single RGB-D camera to easily create additional training data-thus solving one of the main problems of 3D hand+object pose estimation.
Introduction
Methods for 3D pose estimation of rigid objects and hands from monocular images have made significant progress recently, thanks to the development of Deep Learning, and the creation of large datasets or the use of synthetic images for training [75, 60, 91, 47, 42, 88] . However, these recent methods still fail when a hand interacts with an object, mostly because of large mutual occlusions, and of the absence of datasets specific to 3D pose estimation for hand+object interaction. Breaking this limit is highly desirable though, as being able to obtain accurate estimates for the hand and the object 3D poses would be very useful in augmented reality applications, or for learning by imitation in robotics, for example.
Several pioneer works have already consider this problem, sometimes with impressive success [72, 30, 81] . These works typically rely on tracking algorithms to exploit temporal constraints, often also considering physical constraints between the hand and the object for improving the pose estimates. While these temporal and physical constraints remain relevant, we would like to also benefit from the power of data-driven methods, for 3D hand+object pose estimation from a single image: Being able to estimate these poses from a single frame would avoid manual initialization and drift of tracking algorithms. A data-driven approach, however, requires real images annotated with the 3D poses of the object and the hand, or synthetic images, or both. Unfortunately, creating annotated data for the hand+object problem is very challenging. Both common options for creating 3D annotations, annotating real images and generating synthetic images, raise problems:
Annotating real images. One approach is to rely on some algorithm for automated annotation, since manual annotation would be prohibitive. This is actually the approach of current benchmarks for 3D hand pose estimation [76, 59, 74, 88] , where the "ground truth" annotations are obtained automatically with a tracking algorithm. These annotations are usually taken for granted and used for training and evaluation, but are actually noisy [48] . Another approach is to use sensors attached to the hand as in [17] (bottom right image of Fig. 1 ). This can directly provide the 3D poses, however, this is not an attractive alternative, as the sensors would be visible in the images, and thus bias the learning algorithm.
Our proposed HO-3D dataset Existing datasets Figure 1 . We introduce HO-3D, a novel large-scale dataset of diverse hand-object interaction with 3D annotations of hand and object pose. On the left we show the aligned 3D models of the hand and object using our annotated poses. HO-3D contains 8 objects with 8 users, totaling over 25,000 frames. In comparison, existing datasets have several limitations: The 3D objects are very simple, the interaction is not realistic, the images are corrupted by sensors, and/or the dataset contains only a limited number of samples.
Generating synthetic images. Relying on synthetic images is attractive, as the 3D poses are known perfectly. Realistic rendering and domain transfer can be used to train 3D pose estimation on synthetic images [43, 61, 91] . However, generating realistic and natural 3D poses for the hand manipulating an object is difficult. Maybe realistic poses could be captured using sensors, and used for rendering synthetic images, but real images with accurate 3D annotations would still be needed for a proper evaluation.
We therefore propose a new way to approach the problem of creating training and evaluation 3D annotations: Instead of simply introducing a dataset with annotations that have to be taken as granted but likely to be noisy (as it is the case for previous datasets), we propose a dataset for which the annotations can be evaluated and improved.
To do so, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , our two first contributions are a dataset and an annotation method that labels sequences captured by a single RGB-D camera with the 3D poses of the hand and the object visible in the images. This method is not data-driven, but optimizes globally all the 3D poses of the hand and the object over the sequence by enforcing temporal constraints, physical constraints between the hand and the object, and exploiting depth and color data. In addition to the RGB-D camera, we use an RGB second camera registered with respect to the RGB-D camera, to capture the hand and the object from a side view. We use this camera for validating the 3D poses recovered by our annotation method by manually annotating some of the frames it captures.
The advantage of this approach is three-fold: a) Our global optimization scheme introduces constraints between past and future frames, and therefore can perform better than a frame-by-frame tracking approach, as our experiments show. b) The 3D poses estimated by our annotation method can be quantitatively evaluated, as we annotated the hand joints and the object poses in some images of the side camera which is registered with respect to the RGB-D cam-era. This means that future annotation methods can be evaluated and used to generate better 3D annotations. c) Another advantage is in our very simple setup: The side camera is useful for validating the 3D annotation method, but not required for generating the annotations. In practice, one can then easily generate 3D annotations for training by capturing additional sequences with a simple RGB-D camera.
Our third contribution, in addition to the dataset and our method to annotate it, is a method for predicting the 3D poses of a hand and an object from a new monocular color image (the depth information is not used by this method), and trained on the 3D annotations obtained with our annotation method. This validates the fact that the 3D poses estimated by our annotation method can actually be used in a data-driven method for hand+object pose estimation. This second method is based on two CNNs that both take the RGB image as input, and together predict the 3D poses of the hand and the object. For the object pose, 2D projections of the object bounding box are predicted since they are sufficient to compute the 3D pose [60, 78] , and for the hand pose, the 3D joint coordinates are predicted relative to the object centroid.
To summarize, we introduce the following contributions:
• a dataset made of RGB-D sequences of 8 different people manipulating different objects, and manual annotations in side views for evaluation of the 3D poses. • an annotation method that estimates the 3D poses of a hand and an object for all the frames of an RGB-D sequence, by global optimization. • a 3D pose estimation method that estimates the 3D poses of a hand and an object given a single RGB frame, using our annotation method and our dataset as training data. In the remainder of this paper, we first discuss previous work related to hand+object pose estimation. We then describe our dataset, our annotation method, and our pose esti-mation method from a single color image. Finally, we evaluate these two methods.
Related Work
The literature on hand and/or object pose estimation is extremely broad, and we review some of the relevant works.
3D Object Pose Estimation
Estimating the 3D pose of an object from a color image remains one of the fundamental problems of Computer Vision [24, 60, 78, 75, 33, 23] . [24] extends SSD [34] to predict objects 2D bounding boxes and a rough estimate of the viewpoint and in-plane rotation. It then further refines the pose. [33] uses an iterative pose refinement. It predicts a relative pose transformation by matching the rendered image given the initial estimated pose against the observed image. [60, 78] estimate the 3D object pose by first predicting the 2D projection of the object corners and then using a PnP algorithm, but they are sensitive to partial occlusions. Also, many works rely on RGB-D data to handle occlusion [6, 39, 89, 13, 25] . However, these methods are not demonstrated on articulated objects such as hands.
3D Hand Pose Estimation
Single image hand pose estimation is also a very popular problem in Computer Vision, and approaches can be divided into discriminative and generative approaches. Discriminative approaches directly predict the joint locations from RGB or RGB-D images. Recent works based on Deep Networks [79, 86, 90, 45, 20, 47, 12, 42, 91] show remarkable performance, compared to previous discriminative methods based on Random Forests, for example [26, 77, 29] . However, discriminative methods perform poorly in case of partial occlusion.
Generative approaches take advantage of a hand model and its kinematic structure to generate hand pose hypotheses that are physically plausible. [50, 1, 73, 59, 68, 83] introduce approximate hand models to improve computational time when fitting the hand model to the input images. [38, 59, 49, 11] propose various similarity functions that are minimized to find a fit between the input image and the hand model parameters. [50, 49, 59, 68, 87] introduce Particle Swarm Optimization to perform the optimization efficiently, despite the high dimensionality of the pose vector. [43, 54] predict 2D joint locations and use a kinematic 3D hand model to lift these predictions to 3D. Generative approaches are usually accurate, and can be made robust to partial occlusions, as these previous methods demonstrated. Generative approaches typically rely on some prior on the hand pose, which may require manual initialization or result in drift when tracking.
Our work is related to both discriminative and generative approaches: We use a generative approach within a global optimization to generate the pose annotations, and we train a discriminative method from these data, to predict the hand and the object poses together. This way, the prediction is robust to mutual occlusions, while benefiting from the robustness of discriminative methods.
Synthetic Training Images for 3D Pose Estimation
Being able to train discriminative methods on synthetic data is valuable as it is difficult to acquire annotations for real images [91] . For example, [24] trains object detection and 3D pose estimation on synthetic color images. However, because of the domain gap between synthetic and real images, this results in sub-optimal performance, and an extensive refinement of the network predictions is required.
[75] uses a domain randomization technique, which randomly changes the texture of the target object to make pose estimation robust to the change of appearance of the objects.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [18] and Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [27] can be used to align the distributions for the extracted features from the different domains [16, 41, 51] . However, the extracted features do not carry enough information for accurate 3D pose estimation methods [62, 4] . Therefore, a sophisticated GAN is used by [43] , but this still requires renderings of high-quality synthetic color images. [61] introduced a domain adaptation technique to decrease the number of real annotated images.
While using synthetic images remain attractive for many problems, creating the virtual scenes can also be expensive and time consuming. Generating animated realistic hand grasps of various objects, as it would be required to solve the problem considered in this paper remains challenging. Being able to use real sequences for training has thus also its advantages.
Joint Hand+Object Pose Estimation
Hand+object interaction recovery is also a popular problem, because of its application in the robotics and Computer Vision communities. In the context of egocentric action recognition, many researches consider hand+object interaction [14, 15, 58, 2, 37, 70, 40] . These works do not estimate the hand pose, but [17] uses the hand pose estimation method of [87] to reach better action recognition. However, the 3D hand pose itself remains inaccurate.
[28] uses a coarse hand pose estimation to retrieve the 3D pose and shape of hand-held objects. [19] first segments the object and then given this information, estimates the 3D locations of the hand joints. But, they only consider a specific type of object and do not estimate the object pose.
[ 84, 52, 1, 50] propose using calibrated multi-view camera systems, but this results in a complex setup we would like to avoid to make our approach broadly usable. [53, 82] propose generative methods to track finger contact points for in-hand RGB-D object shape scanning. [66, 65] propose discriminative approaches. However, these approaches can only retrieve poses that are similar to those of the training dataset, as it is based on nearest neighbor matching.
In [71] , hand+object interaction in grasping tasks is considered, to predict human intention. [72] proposes a 3D articulated Gaussian mixture alignment strategy for hand+object tracking from a single RGB-D camera. [55, 56] consider sensing from vision to estimate contact forces during hand+object interactions using a single RGB-D camera, and then estimate the hand and the object pose. However, these methods are limited to small occlusions. The method of [21] is robust under occlusions, as it uses partbased trackers, but does not explicitly track the object. [30, 81] proposes to use a physics simulator and a 3D renderer for frame-to-frame tracking of hand and objects from RGB-D. [31] uses an ensemble of Collaborative Trackers for multi-object and multiple hand tracking from RGB-D images. The accuracy of these methods seems to be qualitatively high, but as the establishment of ground truth in real-world acquisition is known to be hard, they evaluate the proposed method on synthetic datasets, or by measuring the standard deviation of the difference in hand/object poses during a grasping scenario.
The recent [80] considers the problem of tracking a deformable object in interaction with a hand, by optimizing an energy function on the appearance and the kinematics of the hand, together with hand+object contact configurations. However, it is evaluated quantitatively only on synthetic images, which also shows the difficulty of evaluation of real data for hand+object pose estimation. In addition, they only consider scenarios where a hand is visible from top view, which makes the hand poses very limited, and not occluded by any object.
Our annotation method is closely related to these previous works. The main difference is that since pose estimation can be done offline in our case, we can rely on global optimization over the sequence, rather than a frame-by-frame tracking as it is usually the case.
Hand+Object Datasets
Several datasets for hand+object interactions have already been proposed. Many works provide egocentric RGB or RGB-D sequences for action recognition [7, 8, 15, 2, 64, 36, 82] . However, they focus on grasp and action labels and do not provide 3D poses. [10, 63, 42, 80] synthetically generate datasets with 3D hand pose annotations, but fine interaction between a hand and an object remains difficult to generate accurately. [81, 83] captured sequences in the context of hand+hand and hand+object interaction, with 2D hand annotations only. [44] collected a dataset of real RGB images of hands holding objects. They also provide 2D joint annotations of pairs of non-occluded and occluded hands, by removing the object from the grasp of the subject, while maintaining their hand in the same pose. [19] proposes two datasets, a hand+object segmentation dataset and a hand+object pose estimation dataset. However, for both datasets, the background pixels have been set to zero, and the training images only consist of a hand interacting with a tennis ball. They provide hand pose annotations and object positions, by manual labeling the joints and using a generative method to refine the joint positions. [72] proposed an RGB-D dataset of a hand manipulating a cube, which contains manual ground truth for both fingertip positions and 3D poses of the cube. [57] collected a dataset where they measure motion and force under different object-grasp configurations using sensors, but do not provide 3D poses. In contrast to these previous works, [17] provides a dataset of hand and object with 3D annotations for both hand joints and object pose. They used a motion capture system made of magnetic sensors attached to the user s hand and to the object in order to obtain hand 3D pose annotations in RGB-D video sequences. However, this change the appearance of the hand in color images as the sensors and the tape attaching them are visible.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , our HO-3D dataset is the first dataset providing both 3D hand joints and 3D object pose annotations for real images, while the hand and the object are heavily occluded by each other.
3D Annotation Method
We describe below our method for annotating a sequence
of RGB-D images capturing a hand interacting with an object. Each RGB-D image is made of a depth map D and a color image C. We use the MANO hand model [67] , which is a parametric 3D model M H of the hand, and we assume we have a 3D model M O of the object.
We aim to estimate the 3D poses P
for both the hand and the object in all the images of the sequence, where the hand pose p i H ∈ R 27 consists of 21 DoF (3 joints for each of the fingers) plus 6 DoF for global rotation and translation, and the object pose p i O ∈ SE(3) consists of 6 DoF for global rotation and translation.
Hand model. In addition to the pose parameters p H , the hand model has shape parameters β ∈ R 10 that are fixed for a given person. The MANO hand model framework provides a differentiable function M H (·) that will allow us to adjust the pose p H and shape β parameters of the generated hand:
where W (·) is a Linear Blend Skinning (LBS) function [32] with blend weights W, T (·) is a template mesh that is rigged with a kinematic tree of K = 16 joints, and J(·) denotes the 3D joint locations.
To reduce the artifacts of LBS, the template mesh function T (·) is obtained by adjusting a mean shapeT with corrective shape and pose blend shapes S and P:
where R n (p) gives the n-th element of the concatenation of rotation matrices for pose p H , and p r H denotes the rest pose (i.e., the pose of a flat open hand). The model parameters {T, S, P, J, W} were learned by scanning hands of different users and registering them to a template mesh model [67] .
Object model. We use objects from the YCB-Video dataset [85] as their corresponding 3D models are available and of good quality.
Cost Function
As mentioned in the introduction, our method is based on a global optimization over the sequence. We minimize the energy E(P) over the hand and object poses
where E dpt (·) denotes a depth residual term, E mask (·) a silhouette discrepancy term, E phy (·) a physical plausibility term, and E tc (·) a temporal consistency term. α, β, γ, δ are weighting factors, and we use the same values for all the sequences. We detail each of these terms below.
Depth residual term E dpt . This term is defined as the difference between a captured depth map D and a depth rendering R(p H , p O ) of the hand and the object under their current estimated poses p H and p O : the 2 loss close to 0, and constant after a threshold, and is useful to be robust to noise in the captured depth maps.
We use OpenDR [35] to render the depth maps and compute the derivatives of E dpt (·) during optimization.
Silhouette discrepancy term E mask .
To further guide the optimization, we compare the silhouettes of the hand and the object models under the current estimated poses and their masks extracted from the color image. To do so, we use a segmentation of the color images into hand, object and background, obtained with DeepLabv3 [9] . To train DeepLabv3 on such data, we create synthetic images by adding images of hands to images of objects at random locations and scales. We use the object masks provided by [85] . The segmented hands were obtained using an RGB-D camera, applying simple depth thresholding, and projecting the depth mask to the color image. We also use additional synthetic hand images from the RHD dataset [91] . Samples of segmented images are shown in Fig. 2 . Note that such training images are sufficient for learning to extract an approximate mask, but not the 3D poses of the hand and object, as our experiments show.
The term E mask thus encourages the rendered silhouettes of the hand and the object to align with the masks:
M H (I) and M O (I) are the masks extracted from image I, for the hand and the object respectively. silh H (·) and silh O (·) extract the silhouettes of the hand and the object respectively from rendering R(p H , p O ), and are implemented with OpenDR in a differentiable way.
Physical plausibility term E phy . During optimization, the hand model might interpenetrate the object model, which is physically not possible. To avoid this, we add a repulsion term that pushes the object and the hand apart if they interpenetrate each other. We use the dot-product between the k th hand joint locations J k = J k (p H ) and the surface normals n O at the closest vertex N (J k ) to J k on the 3D object surface: If the dot-product is negative, it means the hand penetrates the object and we add a residual that leads to a gradient that pushes the hand outside the object mesh:
We use exponential weights, with l = 5.
Temporal consistency term E tc . The previous terms were applied to each frame independently. The temporal consistency term E tc allows us to constrain together the poses for all the frames. We apply a simple 0-th order motion model on both the hand and object poses:
Since we optimize a sum of these terms over the sequence, this effectively constrains all the poses together.
Global Optimization
Optimizing Eq. (4) from a random initialization would fail, as it is a highly non-convex problem with many parameters to estimate: Each frame has 27 parameters, and our sequences are made of about 1000 frames each. We therefore proceed in several stages.
We first focus on a segment of the sequence. In practice, we use a segment of 150 frames in the middle of the sequence. We use a manual initialization of the object pose for a single frame of the sequence. We start by computing a first estimate of the object poses only, since the object poses have less degrees of freedom and are therefore easier to recover. Using the manual initialization in a single frame, we greedily optimize Eq. (4) one frame at a time, in forward and backward directions, over the object pose only.
We then obtain a first estimate of the hand poses for the frames of the segment. This is done by manually providing a coarse estimate of the hand pose for one frame of the segment, and optimizing Eq. (4) over the hand poses. At this stage, the hand poses are constrained to be related to the object poses by a constant rigid motion. We therefore only estimate 6 degrees of freedom during this stage. We initialize the hand poses for the frames outside the segment, by using the same rigid motion between the hand and the object for these frames.
Finally, we optimize Eq. (4) over all the hand and object poses over all the parameters of all the frames using the initial estimates for each frame. We resort to a greedy approach and use α = β = 1000, γ = 10 and δ = 50. We iterate over the full sequence and pick one frame at time. We optimize the poses of hand and object of this frame using Dogleg [46] , a quasi-Newton least-squares optimizer, and update the pose in the sequence. We then pick the next frame, update the poses, etc. We move through the sequence in a forward manner, and then backwards. We Figure 3 . Our baseline method for predicting 3D hand+object poses. We use the segmentation of Section 3.1 to first localize the object and hand, and crop an image patch around their centroid. The object patch is fed to a CNN that predicts the 2D projections of the object bounding box corners together with the hand wrist joint 2D location. The hand patch is fed to another CNN that predicts the 3D joint locations of the hand with respect to the wrist joint and the depth of the wrist joint. The 3D joint locations are then translated using the wrist joint depth, its 2D location and the camera intrinsics.
iterate this forward and backward moves several times (in practice twice). This final refinement stage typically results in an improvement by about 7% of the poses accuracy.
Monocular 3D Hand+Object Pose Estimation Method
For establishing a baseline on our proposed dataset, we propose a simple discriminative CNN-based method that jointly predicts the 3D pose of the hand and the object from a single color image. Fig. 3 shows an overview of this method.
Network model. We train a first network g O (I; χ) to predict the 2D bounding box projections O for the object and the 2D wrist joint location of the hand. g O takes a crop centered on the object location. The 3D pose of the object is calculated using PnP [22] from the 2D projections and the corresponding 3D bounding box.
A second network g H (I; θ) takes a cropped image centered on the hand and predicts the 3D joint locations H relative to the wrist joint location together with the depth of the wrist joint. We take the hand and object 2D locations as the centroid c h and c o of the hand and object segmentations presented in Section 3.1.
For training the networks, we optimize:
for estimating the the 2D projections of the object bounding box corners and of the wrist joint, and arg min θ
for estimating the relative 3D hand joint locations. crop(I, c) returns a patch cropped from image I centered around c. We use the VGG network architecture [69] for both g O and g H , remove the conv5 layer and modify the last fully connected layer to match the corresponding predictions.
Training data. We use our dataset together with synthetically generated training data. We use 14 out of 15 sequences for training the network and the remaining sequence for evaluation. The synthetic data for training is generated using the MANO model. As the model contains only geometric information, we add color information to the model by mapping the color of registered hand scan data [67] to the hand vertices [3] . For generating the synthetic data, we use the rigid motion between the hand and object from our proposed dataset and render the hand and object together under different poses. Additionally, we translate the hand along the object surface to generate more realistic data. In total, we use 20k synthetic and 15k real samples to train the network.
For the hand-object localization, we use the segmentation method introduced in Section 3.1. We then crop a 128 × 128px window around the 2D object location, and add a random translation of ±10px to augment the data and account for localization inaccuracies.
Benchmarking the Dataset
In this section, we evaluate both our annotation method and our baseline for hand+object pose prediction from a color image.
Evaluation of the Annotation Method
We used our 3D pose annotation method to annotate 15 sequences, totaling about 15,000 frames captured with 8 different users and 3 different objects from the YCB dataset. In each sequence, the object is grasped differently by the person. The image sizes are 640 × 480 pixels for both the RGB-D camera and the side view camera. We use two different metrics to evaluate the accuracy of our annotation method: The first metric is based on manual annotations in the side view camera, and the second one is based on depth maps. We detail them below.
PCK metric: Percentage of Correct Keypoints in a Side
View. We use a second RGB camera registered with respect to the RGB-D camera used to capture the sequences. This camera has a viewpoint that is approximately orthogonal to the RGB-D camera. We use the first camera to obtain the pose annotations and the second camera for validation only. We manually annotate the hand pose with the 2D joint locations of visible joints in the second camera view for 10 randomly chosen frames of 15 different sequences, totaling over 150 frames. Further, we annotated the object pose by providing the 2D corner locations of visible selected points in the second camera view totaling over 100 frames.
To evaluate the PCK metric, we project the estimated 3D pose annotations on the second camera, and compute the 2D distances between the manual annotations and the projected automatic annotations. Fig. 5 shows the PCK metric for varying distance thresholds, i.e., the percentage of 3D points that have an error smaller than a threshold. The final stage of the global optimization discussed in Section 3.2 increases the accuracy of annotations by about 7% by refining the poses. Qualitative results before and after the final stage of global optimization are shown in Fig. 6. More qualitative examples on different objects, persons and poses are shown in Fig. 4 . Reconstruction error. As an additional evaluation, we rely on a reconstruction error. To do so, we compute the difference between the captured depth maps and the the depth maps generated using the rendered models of the hand and the object under the estimated poses. Fig. 7 shows the evaluation for three different objects Mustard bottle, Cracker box and Sugar box. The majority of all errors, around 90%, are below 10 mm. The remaining errors can be attributed to depth noise from the sensor and the wrist and forearm, which are not present in our model.
Evaluation of the 3D Hand+Object Pose Estimation Baseline
In order to evaluate baseline methods on our dataset, we need to establish an evaluation protocol. Our proposed HO-3D dataset contains 15 sequences of 8 users with 3 objects. We use 14 sequences for training and the remaining one sequence for testing.
For the evaluation, we follow established error metrics from the fields of hand and object pose estimation, respectively. The hand pose is evaluated by comparing the Euclidean distance between the ground truth 3D joint locations with the predicted joint locations. Specifically, we employ the PCK plot [91] and the fraction of frames with maximum error below a threshold [76] . The object pose is evaluated using the 2D Reprojection error [5] metric.
We evaluate the proposed hand+object pose estimation method on our dataset and plot the metrics in Fig. 8 for both hand and object. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 9 .
Using the Segmentation Data to Train the Hand+Object Predictor
As outlined in Section 3, one might use the data we used for training the segmentation network to train the pose estimator. To evaluate this option, we trained DeepPrior++ [47] on the BigHand dataset [88] and run it on the real RGB-D captured frames of hand only poses we used for training the segmentation network. We then use these predictions as labels for the real frames when training the hand+object predictor. Fig. 8 shows the PCK metric for the predicted hand joint locations using the above mentioned segmenta- We plot the fraction of depth residuals smaller than a threshold. A large fraction of errors are well below 10 mm, which shows that the articulated models can explain the captured data accurately.
tion dataset. As the training data does not contain realistic occlusion of the hand or objects and also many realistic grasp poses, the performance of the hand pose estimator is inferior using this dataset. Thus, such images are suitable only for segmentation and not pose predictions. Figure 8 . Evaluation of our baseline for hand pose estimation. We plot PCK metric for hand and 2-D reprojection error metric for object over distance threshold. Hand Only and Object Only curves show performance of our regressor when trained on synthetic images used for the image segmentation task. Hand HO-3D and Object 3D depict the performance when trained on HO-3D dataset.
All the regressors are tested on a HO-3D sequence Figure 9 . Qualitative results of the proposed pose annotation method. The annotations from our dataset are shown in green, the predicted poses are shown in blue. For the hand, we plot the skeleton with 3D joint positions projected to the image, and for the object we plot the 3D bounding box projected to the image. The points in the second row show the predicted and estimated wrist joint 2D locations
Conclusion
We introduced the HO-3D dataset for 3D hand+object pose estimation and evaluation on real images, together with an annotation method, an evaluation strategy for this method, and a baseline method for predicting the 3D pose of the hand and the object from a single color image. We will make our dataset, annotations, and code public, to encourage other authors to develop better annotation methods and pose prediction methods that can be evaluated on real images.
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